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9:00 am Strategies to Double Crop Raspberries   

 Nate Nourse, Nourse Farms, Deerfield, MA 

9:25 am Spotted Wing Drosophila Management in Raspberries and Strawberries   

 Vaughn Walton, Horticulture Dept., Oregon State Univ. 

9:55 am Strawberry Breeding Program and Variety Trials at River Falls, Wisconsin   

 Brian Smith, Plant & Earth Science Dept., Univ. of Wisconsin-River Falls 

10:35 am Consumer Taste Evaluation Results for High Tunnel Strawberry and Raspberry Trials   

 Diane Brown, Extension Educator, Berrien Co. MSU Extension 

10:40 am An Update on Strawberry Disease Management   

 Annemiek Schilder, Plant, Soil and Microbial Sciences Dept., MSU 

11:00 am Session Ends 

 
  



Double Cropping Raspberries 
Nate Nourse 

Nourse Farms, Inc. 
41 River Road, South Deerfield, MA 01373 

(413) 665-2658 
info@noursefarms.com 

 

Before making the decision to purchase a variety, I often ask growers what are their goals. Do you want 

something for wholesale, retail, or pick your own? Do you want summer production, fall production, or 

both? Will you produce berries with or without protected structures and/or trellis? Where are they located, 

in the cold of zone 3 or the heat of zone 7? These questions will allow me to prescribe a variety to fit their 

situation and should be considered in the selection process.  

As a new premise to the selection process, there are several primocane fruiting varieties that offer very 

good summer production in addition to normal fall season harvest. There are also some varieties sold as 

summer bearers that produce a late fall harvest. The variety Prelude is a great example. These varieties 

are true ‘Commercial Everbearers’ and are the first I recommend for high tunnel production. Growers in 

zones 5 and 6 have an opportunity to over winter primocanes and harvest a second crop the following 

summer. This is the definition for the ‘double crop’ terminology.  

The most successful results will be obtained when Commercial Everbearers are grown on a permanent 

trellis system. Trellis systems can boost production by 20-30%. Trellising is not an expense, it is an 

investment. On average, a good trellis and pruning effort will yield 50% more berries. Like most things in 

life, a little extra effort will yield more successful harvests. High tunnels with trellis can double 

production potentials for almost all varieties.  

Before continuing, I want to be sure everyone understands the following terminology. 

Primocane Fruiting– A perennial raspberry that bears fruit on first year canes (primocanes). Also known 

as everbearing, these biennial plants produce berries the following summer on canes that survive the 

winter. While berries are produced on every variety, not every variety will yield fresh market quality in 

both summer and fall harvests. 

Floricane Fruiting – A perennial raspberry that bears fruit on the second year canes that survive the 

winter.  

Commercial Everbearer – A primocane variety that produces marketable crops on both primocanes and 

floricanes. 

Successful double cropping is accomplished with a system of pruning and trellising. The planting year’s 

growth isn’t always enough to justify producing a crop the first summer. I suggest the floricanes have a 

minimum height of four feet.  Attaching the canes with clips to the trellis wire locks the canes into place 

reducing wind damage and adding winter protection. Depending on the variety, our target is 4-6 canes per 

foot of row.  In mid to late May, we thin primocanes to 6-8 canes per foot of row. I like to leave a few 

extra primocanes just in case there is a problem. Once the summer harvest is finished, we remove the 

floricanes and clip the primocanes onto the trellis in the same spot where the floricane was attached. Well 

after the primocane harvest is complete, sometime in November or early December, I recommend 

primocanes be topped at 4’-5’and their branches cut to 8”-12”. 



Monofilament trellis wire is our favorite. It is easy to work with, never rusts, and nursery clips hold canes 

in place. Self-locking devices, on the end posts, hold wire at the proper tension and allow easy re 

tensioning. Nourse Farms has been using single and double T trellis posts and experimenting with Trellis 

Growing Systems V trellis. The top wire height needs to be 4’-5’ high, the T’s need to be 12”-24” wide. 

The following varieties are considered Commercial Everbearers. 

Prelude is a late producing primocane variety that we treat as a floricane.  This variety is a top seller 

because it is the earliest producing floricane, starting around  June 25th for us. I recommend this variety 

to be planted as 20-30% of a summer raspberry planting. Its harvest finishes before Encore begins. Many 

growers have been surprised by its abundant fall harvest especially during a late fall. I consider it a 

commercial everbearer for areas with longer seasons, zone 5 or higher. The berry can be soft, especially 

during high temperatures and if it is not picked every other day. Prelude performs in many climates. It is 

subject to winter damage in zone 4. 

Anne is the only golden variety we offer, but is capable of fruiting as a Commercial Everbearer. Summer 

and fall harvests of the largest best tasting golden raspberries will occur with a little extra effort. They are 

susceptible to botrytis mold and need regular fungicide applications. We always try to pick the berries in 

the morning. 

Autumn Britten is one of the most disease resistant raspberry varieties. Though its yield is much less 

than most new primocanes, it has always been a favorite for berry size, flavor, and firmness. It produces 

fewer canes and doesn’t like heavier soils. Many growers use this variety as a Commercial Everbearer. 

Caroline picks a week earlier than Heritage and berries are twice the size. It has great flavor and yield. 

To reach its full yield potential, it should be planted in zone 6 or lower. If exposed to high summer 

temperatures and it is not drip irrigated, the first few pickings will give crumbly berries. Though floricane 

harvest can be crumbly, many growers pick the summer and fall berries. While I recommend all 

raspberries be trellised, this one must be trellised. 

Himbo Top is very tolerant to Phytophthora root rot. I have been impressed by both its production and 

winter hardiness. The fruit tends to be lighter colored and doesn’t darken after picking. This is another 

variety that must be thinned and trellised for best results. Himbo Top also requires much less nitrogen 

than normal, it will be too soft if fed the same as other varieties. It is a great choice for organic 

production. 

 Jaclyn has one of the best flavors of any raspberry. It produces an equally firm berry both summer and 

fall. It is very susceptible to late rust. I have also warned growers that it is difficult to harvest. This could 

be problematic for pick your own. I believe Jaclyn is more susceptible to Spotted Wing Drosophila issues 

because it is on the vine one to two days longer. 

Joan J has very high yield potentials, but it must be trellised and thinned. The top trellis wire should be at 

least 50-60 inches high. Our new trellis had the greatest yield when the top wire was 72 inches, but most 

of our pickers couldn’t reach the top berries. I would also suggest trying a double T trellis. Joan J’s 

berries are large and flavorful with a very smooth texture. They will get very dark if not picked every 

other day and will darken after harvest. This would be of concern for those selling to super markets. As a 

commercial everbearer it has a lot of potential, it is not certain that it will consistently overwinter in zone 

5 or lower. This variety is a great choice for tunnel production. It is susceptible to late rust. 

Polka is one of our newest primocane varieties with great promise. Berries are large and firm with good 

flavor. It is one I recommend to replace Autumn Britten. In many growing areas, it is a favorite to grow in 

tunnels. I believe it has the potential to be an excellent performer as a Commercial Everbearer. The 

planting can get too dense and must be thinned to maintain berry size. 



Spotted Wing Drosophila Management in Small Fruit in Oregon 
 

Vaughn Walton1 (waltonv@hort.oregonstate.edu), Samantha Tochen1, Daniel Dalton1, Betsey Miller1, Jimmy Klick1, 2, Wei Yang1, David 
Bellamy3 and Jana Lee2 

 
1. Department of Horticulture, Oregon State University, Corvallis, USA 

2. USDA, Horticultural Crops Research Unit, Corvallis, Oregon 
3. USDA, Commodity Protection and Quality, Parlier, California 

 

Spotted Wing Drosophila, SWD, is a key pest in small fruits including Strawberry, Caneberry and 

Blueberry in the Willamette Valley, WV, of Oregon. Seasonal population trends in commercial 

production areas show that SWD populations display a lag phase during the early portion of the growing 

season.  Over the past three seasons, populations were found to rapidly increase from mid June to mid 

July.  The majority of strawberry production in the WV is focused toward early harvest and were 

relatively unaffected by SWD.  Caneberry and Blueberry damage can happen as during late June because 

of higher SWD pressure.  

 

Spotted Wing Drosophila has resulted in significantly increased pesticide applications, especially in the 

later varieties.  In some cases, growers made up to eight applications per season.  Small fruit growers 

have reported pesticide material costs increase from $65 per acre to $250 per acre per year since starting 

to control for SWD.  Additional costs for control include machinery depreciation, labor, direct losses of 

crop due to SWD infection and rejections at markets.  Some growers in addition are using sub-optimal 

spray equipment such as airblast sprayers. In small fruits such as caneberries and blueberries this 

equipment knocks fruit off the canopy due to narrow row spacing.  Other growers have more efficient 

over-the-row sprayers, but acquiring this equipment results in significantly higher capital outlays. 

 

In the Willamette Valley of Oregon, high temperatures characterize the peak-growing season for small 

fruit.  This period usually starts during early July and can continue as late as the end of September.  

During this period there is generally a lack of precipitation resulting in low humidity periods during 

portions of the day.  It is believed that a better understanding the influence of environmental impacts on 

SWD can help growers to optimize cultural practices such as irrigation, pruning and protection from rain 

during the growing season.  The reproductive potential of SWD is significantly impacted by temperature.  

The highest reproduction is found in temperatures ranging from 65°F to 75°F.  Below and above these 

temperatures, reproduction is negatively impacted.  Early indications show that extended periods of low 

humidity also negatively impacts longevity and reproduction.  Drip irrigation in our trial sites displayed 

higher temperatures coupled with lower humidity, which is less optimal for SWD population 

development.  Overhead irrigation displayed lower temperature coupled with higher humidity, which is 

believed to result in quicker SWD population growth.  Irrigation systems may have a profound impact on 

SWD population levels.  Overhead irrigation cycles washes off sprayed pesticide residues, thereby 

reducing its persistence on leaves.   

 

Development of commercial fruit susceptibility risk models is important to help growers make more 

informed decisions of what they can expect. Controlled temperature trials on cherries and blueberries 

show that blueberries are less favorable hosts for SWD compared to cherries.  Cherries were used as a 

representative trial fruit, which would represent similar characteristics to strawberries and caneberries.  

Cherries, caneberries and strawberries are believed to be more similarly suitable hosts for SWD based on 



reproductive trials under controlled temperatures.  Our data suggest that population levels will increase 

more rapidly on hosts such as cherries, caneberries and strawberries   Current susceptibility of fruit to 

SWD oviposition is based on brix, with increased risk of egg laying at brix at 9%.  Improved risk models 

should be developed for the range of cultivars using easy to test parameters in field conditions.  These 

tests may include firmness tests in conjunction with brix.  It is believed that these risk models will result 

in less pesticide applications during the growing season. 

  

The most effective registered chemical compounds will be summarized and the advantages/disadvantages 

in using different compounds will be discussed.  Resistance management strategies in season-long control 

options will be considered.  The use of mistigators for pesticide delivery, its effectiveness and input costs 

will be shared.  

  

Several non-crop hosts have been identified.  These plants may surround commercial settings and provide 

a SWD refuge. The presence of these plants needs to be taken into consideration when developing 

management protocols.  Studies of SWD movement from surrounding host plants into commercial crops 

support the importance of such vegetation. We believe that biological control of SWD is important 

because of the large host refuges typically found in close proximity of many production units.  For this 

reason, we believe that biological control and resultant suppression of SWD populations in these refuges 

will play an important role to reduce continued dependence on pesticides.  We have found that biological 

control agents will impact SWD populations.  Our data show low diversity of biocontrol agents during the 

growing season in the Willamette Valley.  It is believed that current biological control impact is limited, 

stressing the importance to enhance biological control through foreign exploration and release. 

 

There are currently several resources available on SWD ID, biology, symptoms of damage and control. 

 Spottedwing.com 

 http://www.ipm.msu.edu/invasive_species/spotted_wing_drosophila 

 http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/EXOTIC/drosophila.html 

 http://extension.psu.edu/ipm/agriculture/fruits/spotted-wing-drisophila 

http://www.ipm.msu.edu/invasive_species/spotted_wing_drosophila
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/EXOTIC/drosophila.html
http://extension.psu.edu/ipm/agriculture/fruits/spotted-wing-drisophila


Strawberry Breeding Program and Variety Trials in Wisconsin 
 

Brian R. Smith  
State Extension Commercial Fruit Specialist 

Dept. of Plant & Earth Science, University of Wisconsin-River Falls 
River Falls, WI 54022 

 
Telephone: 715-425-3345 

Email: brian.r.smith@uwrf.edu 

 
In 2007, U.S. strawberry production was valued at $1.89 billion.  While the majority of this crop is 

grown in California, there is considerable profitability associated  when grown in the Great Lakes 

states.  A continuing source of novel, highly adapted cultivars with exceptional yield and quality 

will result in higher profitability, decreased risk and greater industry expansion.  Consumers want 

high quality, locally-produced, safe fruit and the development of new cultivars will help address 

this.  The ultimate goal of this  project is to create new horticulturally superior and novel 

strawberry, cultivars with wide adaptability and pest tolerance to improve the profitability of Upper 

Midwest growers and address the needs of consumers for safe, locally-produced, desirable fruit.  

 Much of the fruit we consume comes from sources outside U.S. borders, where there is less 

regulation and greater safety risk because of lower production standards and lack of traceability.  

Concerns about food safety, freshness, nutritional quality, environmental impact of transportation 

and a desire to support local agriculture all play into an ever-increasing demand for locally 

produced fruits.   Increasing demand for locally grown fruit in season will provide on-going 

economic opportunities for an expanded pick-your-own and retail market place (including farmers’ 

markets) for new and underserved farmers. 

 

 Many strawberry growers also produce vegetables (40%), while another segment of strawberry 

growers are also in tree fruit production (20%).  Again, there is overlap in equipment and marketing 

of these synergistic operations. Fundamental to any profitable fruit enterprise are cultivars that are 

high yielding, pest and stress-tolerant, premium quality and locally-adapted.  The new strawberry 

cultivars released from the University of Wisconsin-River Falls breeding program are being 

developed with these traits in mind, thereby increasing grower profitability while requiring fewer 

inputs such as pesticides.  This is one of the most basic concepts behind farm sustainability.  

  

The University of Wisconsin-River Falls Strawberry Breeding Program traces back to rather unique 

beginnings. The author’s father (Robert L. Smith) and grandfather started raising some of the first 

strawberries in Mitchell, South Dakota in the 1940’s. The rigorous prairie climate made it difficult 

to profitably grow strawberries since no cultivars were sufficiently adapted to the area. Robert 

Smith started an on-farm strawberry breeding program in the 1950’s, with assistance from Dr. I. C. 

Haut from the USDA strawberry breeding program at Salisbury, MD. Dr. Haut and my father made 

crosses and planted out seedlings to select from on the Mitchell farm. Other selections from Dr. 

mailto:brian.r.smith@uwrf.edu


Power’s USDA work at Cheyenne, Wyoming were also used. A superior selection from the Smith 

breeding  program was informally named ‘Dakota Chief’ and was planted in our commercial fields 

during the 1970’s. 

 

In the fall of 1988, the author initiated a strawberry breeding program at the University of 

Wisconsin-River Falls, drawing heavily on germplasm developed by his father. The first seedlings 

of the program were  planted on the Smith Farm in Mitchell, as no land was yet available for fruit 

research on the UWRF campus. Research funding had not been secured yet and very little 

equipment was available for maintaining plots. Due to Wisconsin grower interest in strawberry 

breeding and research, Dean Gary Rohde appropriated four acres in late summer 1989 to be used 

for strawberry research. In response, a second set of seedlings was then established on campus. 

 

Members of the WBGA (Wisconsin Berry Growers Association) Board of Directors were invited to 

UW-River Falls for the fall 1989 strawberry meeting and to view the plots. In January 1990, 

WBGA funding was granted for strawberry research on campus and has been a continuing source 

of support for 22 years. 

 

Since 1989, the fruit research program at UW-River Falls has grown. Fruit research is conducted in 

three locations on campus. The Teaching, Research & Extension Facility(TRE) was developed by 

the author, starting from a 4 acre plot appropriation in 1989 to the  28 acre dedicated facility of 

today; replete with its own operations building and equipment fleet along with an  irrigation system 

- all surrounded by an 8’ deer fence. This facility is unique in that it is the only one in the entire 

26-campus UW-System that is dedicated primarily to fruit breeding. However, it also serves as 

an Extension education site and an outdoor training laboratory for our 80 horticulture students on 

campus pursuing a bachelors degree. A considerable facet of strawberry research is also conducted 

in the UW-River Falls greenhouse complex, in which one greenhouse is dedicated entirely to 

hybridization operations and another ½ greenhouse to strawberry  seedling culture from the 

breeding project hybridizations. A nursery growing area surrounded by a chain-link fence is used to 

maintain long-term potted breeding stock and other plant materials destined for field planting 

(seedlings, teaching stock, rootstocks and propagated selections). 

  

 Over the years, multiple short term commercial fruit production cultural studies were conducted, 

including compost effects on commercial strawberry production. The long term projects are 

described as follows: 

 

I.   Strawberry Breeding  

The objective is to develop improved strawberry cultivars for commercial strawberry growers, 

incorporating fruit size and quality, winter hardiness, pest resistance and high yields in order to 

improve grower profitability.  This project includes general breeding seedling plots,  and 

commercial cultivar performance trials where our selections are tested against cultivars from all 

over the world. Funding sources past/present:  USDA Specialty Crop Block Grants, WI Dept. of 

Agriculture, UW-Coop Research Grants, UW-Coop Extension, North American Strawberry 

Growers Association (NASGA), Wisconsin Berry Growers Association (WBGA) and Pesticide 

Use Risk Reduction Consortium (PURR) administered through the EPA and UW-Center for 



Integrated Agricultural Systems (CIAS). Multiple fruit nurseries over the years have donated 

plants for our trials. These include Nourse Farms, Indiana Berry Farms, Daisy Farms, Krohne 

Plant Farm, Ag Resource, Inc., Sakuma Bros., Norcal Nursery, G.W. Allen Nursery Ltd., Keddy's 

Nursery and Strawberry Tyme Farms, Inc. 

 

         Progress thus far : Initiated in 1988.  72,176 seedlings have been planted over the years, with 67,465 

selected from. In 2006, 21 advanced selections were registered as “Invention Disclosures” to 

WiSys, a subdivision of WARF(Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation) in anticipation of 

potential patenting and release as cultivars to  commercial growers. In Spring 2007, 6 UW-RF 

strawberry selections were sent to a commercial nursery to “ramp up” numbers for wide-scale pre-

release/patent testing. In Spring 2009, 7,000 plants of these 6 selections were shipped to 22 growers 

across Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Michigan. It is anticipated that at least 1-2 of these 

selections will be released as new cultivars/selections and patented in the near future. Iowa State 

University, University of Minnesota(Grand Rapids, Morris and Excelsior) and UW-Madison, 

West Madison are all collaborators in the evaluation process of these strawberry selections. 

Several selections being considered for release include the following: 

 

 

 
 

  



 
 

II. Strawberry Performance Trials 

 

           The 50+ entry clonal performance trials are estimated to be the 4th  largest in the U.S. Set on a 

revolving 3 year rotation for renewal, breeding selections(usually approximately 20 from the UW-

River Falls program and 5-6 from others) and cultivars from all over the world are tested under a 

randomized complete block/ 4-replicate design. Based on results from this trial, not only are 

recommendations  made to commercial growers on an annual basis regarding which adapted 

cultivars should be planted but also UWRF selections are identified for appropriateness of use as 

either breeders and/or as potential new cultivars. 

 

• Commercial production culture, except for 
limited pest control (no disease sprays, 1 
insecticide spray for TPB and clipper

• Harvest season (very compressed)6/27 (2 
days late for this area) – 7/8/11;  (1 day later 
than average of last 20 years)
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01-12-19 06-45-5 00-66-43 00-42-6 Mesabi 95-67-15 05-52-3 02-30-30 01-10-5 L’Amour

Yamaska Orleans 01-117-7 Itasca 02-13-10 Chambly Eros Cavendish 04-57-1 02-111-3

02-14-25 Cabot KRS-10 Honeoye Glooscap 05-23-5 02-110-31 Wendy 06-64-29 03-34-109

05-62-21 Kent St. Jean Cle’ des 

Champs

Annapolis 02-3-4 Darselect Harmonie Jewel 04-1-29

Wendy 05-10-36 06-2-1 99-45-2 04-55-3 Eros Jewel Mesabi 05-62-74 Yamaska

05-10-4 Cavendish Glooscap St. Jean Cabot 02-3-4 04-57-1 02-13-10 Kent 06-45-7

04-56-144 02-30-30 Cle’ des 

Champs

01-12-19 02-111-3 Harmonie 04-1-29 01-117-7 Chambly 03-49-13

Orleans 02-14-25 L’Amour Annapolis Honeoye Darselect KRS-10 Itasca 02-110-31 05-31-111

03-49-13 Darselect 01-127-18 05-10-4 Wendy L’Amour 02-25-9 05-10-36 Glooscap 05-71-22

98-53-14 02-13-10 Itasca Kent Yamaska 02-14-25 05-50-50 Jewel Cle’ des 

Champs

01-117-7

Honeoye 04-55-3 Cabot Eros Annapolis KRS-10 02-3-4 06-2-1 02-111-3 04-34-70

06-66-43 02-110-31 Chambly Harmonie Cavendish Mesabi 05-18-11 04-56-57 06-1-12 05-23-5

Yamaska 04-56-57 04-56-157 05-10-36 05-71-22 99-45-2 Cavendish Honeoye Annapolis 98-53-14

L’Amour Eros KRS-10 04-34-70 02-14-25 98-53-14 Glooscap 05-31-111 06-8-80 04-55-3

Cle’ des 

Champs

Cabot 02-111-3 04-56-157 Chambly 01-117-7 02-13-10 Darselect Jewel 02-3-4

02-14-25 02-3-4 06-45-5 01-127-18 Mesabi Kent Harmonie Itasca 02-110-31 Wendy

MN 674 MN 691 MN 818 MN 950 MN 674 MN 818 Jewel MN 950 Jewel KRS-10

Jewel MN 818 MN 674 MN 691 MN 950 MN 674 01-117-7 MN 950 MN 818 Glooscap
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RECOMMENDED AND TRIAL STRAWBERRY CULTIVARS FOR WISCONSINz - 2012 

Brian R. Smith, Extension Fruit Specialist, UW-River Falls 

EARLY SEASON
y
  

*Annapolis (N & S)x Top-yielding cultivar in early season.  Ranked 6th of 17 for overall yield 

('91-'94); 3
rd

 in 1998.  Best average berry size through all harvests of any 

of 30 cultivars ('91-'93). Ranked 2
nd

/22  for yield (’05), at River Falls. 

Extremely variable performance depending on nursery source( 45
th

/50, 

38
th

/55(yield) and 38
th

/50 , 39
th
/55 (all harvest fruit size), respectively, @ 

UW-River Falls in ’06 and ‘08).  Excellent vigor, runner production and 

winter hardiness.  Red stele resistant.  Only acceptable flavor, but usually 

better the further north it is grown.  Berries may be too light-colored in 

some situations. Moderate firmness.  Somewhat susceptible to fruit rots.  

Vigorous and renovates easily. Represented  about 15% of Wisconsin 

acreage in 2009. 

Sable (for N ) Newer cultivar from Nova Scotia.  Bright red, very good-flavored, if 

somewhat small fruit.  Firmer than ‘Veestar’ but  still not adequate for 

prepicked sales.  Wider resistance to red stele than ‘Annapolis’.  Tolerant 

to leaf spot, leaf scorch.  Susceptible to bacterial angular leaf spot. 

Vigorous and good runnering ability.  High yields-Minnesota (2 

Stations);  Moderate yields at UW-River Falls – ’00, ’04, ’06; and high in 

'02/’03. Low yields, River Falls, ’08. Grower comments are quite 

positive, especially from northern WI & MN. 

Wendy (for trial N & S) New cultivar from Nova Scotia.  Bright medium- red attractive conic to 

wedge-shaped, very good quality with bright red flesh. Fruit size trails off  

quickly in later harvests.  Firmer than ‘Sable or ‘Veestar’. Blooms very 

early, so frost susceptible.  Resistance to red stele and powdery mildew 

and susceptible to Verticillium wilt and leaf spot. Vigorous and good 

runnering ability.  Low yields in MN; low to moderate yields at UW-

River Falls, 2006-2009.  Initial grower comments are quite positive. 

Represented about 3% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

 

EARLY MIDSEASON  

Brunswick  

  (for trial N&S) Newer cultivar from Nova Scotia  Large attractive and uniform color and 

shape.  Flavor similar to ‘Honeoye’ but not as sweet as ‘Cavendish’.  

Resistant to several races of red stele.  Tolerant to leaf spot, leaf scorch, 

bacterial angular leaf spot.  Ranked in top 7 cultivars for yield  @ UW-

River Falls in  ‘00,’02 and ’05. Low yields, ’03, ’06 and ’09.  Moderate 

yields, ’04, ‘08.  Comparable yields to 'Cavendish' (mod.-high) in 

Minnesota. Only moderate plant vigor.  Represented about 1% of 

Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

Evangeline 

  (for trial N&S) Newer cultivar from Nova Scotia. Should only be planted initially on a 

small test plot basis on grower farms until more information is available. 

Very firm,  long conic, dark red, excellent flavor. Poor yields, small fruit 

size @ UW-River Falls. High yields and  large fruit size @  Grand 



Rapids, MN. Fruit held on upright, stiff peduncles.  No red stele 

resistance.  Tolerant to leaf spot, leaf scorch, bacterial angular leaf spot. 

Some growers report good results with this cultivar but generally not a 

good performer.  Appears to produce better further north. Represented 

less than 1% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

*Honeoye (N & S) Most widely adapted strawberry cultivar for Midwest.  Very high yields-

ranked 2nd overall and 1st in early midseason category in past trials.  

Retains berry size well over harvests, although recent nursery sources 

appear to produce smaller fruit than in 1990’s (ranked 40
th

/50 for all 

harvest fruit size in ’06).  Extremely variable performance depending on 

nursery source(14th/22 and 20
th

/50 for yield in ’05 and ’06, respectively. 

Attractive, firm berries with good flavor.  Can be off-flavored on heavy 

soils and may have green tips.  Has good fruit rot tolerance but poor 

resistance to other diseases.  Should not be planted where bacterial 

angular leaf spot is a problem.  Excellent vigor and winter hardiness. 

Represented 27% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

Itasca (MN 138) 

(for trial N&S)  New cultivar from University of MN-USDA. Long fruiting season. 

Slightly larger than ‘Annapolis’, but does not hold size well over  the 

season (ranked 36
th

/50 for all harvest fruit size in ’06);dark red, firm, 

attractive globose-conic to round-wedge. Orange-red flesh and  good 

flavor. Resistant to 5 races red stele; also powdery mildew and  leaf 

scorch. Excellent vigor. May have some winter hardiness  problems in the 

north. Very high  yields at UW-River Falls (1
st
/50 in ’06; 10

th
/53 in ’07, 

4th/55 in ’08; 2
nd

/42 in ‘09 ). Very high yields also @ UW-Madison trial, 

’09. Moderate to very high yields-MN.  

 

MIDSEASON  
*Cavendish (N & S) Very high yield potential—ranked 3

rd
, 4

th
-7

th
 overall in ’08, ‘93, ’96; 1

st
 

in 1998/1999;  2
nd

 ’04; 19
th

/50 in ’06 @ River Falls; similar @ Madison, 

WI in ’09. Very large globose dark red berries with very good flavor.  

Excellent size retention over several harvests.  Observations at River 

Falls and by some growers indicate a tendency to non-uniform coloring in 

some situations.  Adequate irrigation and lower plant populations—

narrower rows may help solve coloring problem.  Overall base red color 

is too dark for optimum consumer acceptance under most growing 

conditions.  Good disease tolerance to red stele, most leaf diseases, 

Verticillium and fruit rots.  No winter hardiness problems observed. 

Represented about 14% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009.  

 Glooscap (N & S) Widely-adapted cultivar.  Very high yields @ River Falls. Moderate to 

high in MN.  Ranked 1st overall in 8 years’ testing;  13
th

 of 33 in 1999. 

3
rd

 in ’05 and 6
th

/50 in ‘06.  Medium- large, firm, dark-red conic berries 

of very good flavor.  Good size retention over several harvests.  

Susceptible to red stele, Verticillium  wilt and fruit rots.  Tolerant to leaf 

spot and leaf scorch. Vigorous runnering and winter hardy.  Fruit size 

declines in 2
nd

 year and beyond if plant population density is allowed to 

increase.  Represented slightly less than 1% of Wisconsin acreage in 

2009. 



  Mesabi ( N & S)  Large, glossy, bright- red, firm fruit with good flavor; can lose size 

quickly in subsequent harvests in some years (ranked 17/49 for fruit size 

in 2000).  Consistently high yields in Minnesota.  Ranked in top 8 

cultivars/genotypes in trials in ’98, ’00, ’03, ’04 ‘06;  21/34 in ’02 and 

1
st
/22, 1

st
/55, 7

th
/42 in ’05, ’08 & ‘09, respectively, at UW-River Falls.  

Good winter hardiness, but shy on runnering in some environments.  

Tolerant to red stele, leaf spot, leaf scorch and fruit rots. Susceptible to 

root rot and bacterial angular leaf spot.  Variable feedback from many 

growers. Seems to perform very well some years and poorly in others. 

Unpredictable. Some reports of June Yellows. Represented about 2.5% of 

Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 
 

LATE MIDSEASON 

*Jewel (S, for trial N) Very attractive, large berry.  High yield potential;  widely adapted; 

ranked 15
th

/50 for yield in ’06; ranked 2
nd

 to 9
th

/average of 35 cultivars 

for yield  and 17
th

-21
st
/average of 35 cultivars in fruit size category for 6 

years and 2 years, respectively, @ River Falls.  Excellent flavor.  Good 

tolerance to post-harvest fruit rots, leaf spot and leaf scorch.  Susceptible 

to red stele, Verticillium wilt, and bacterial angular leaf spot.  Some 

difficulty in renovation recovery.  Injured at UW-River Falls winter '93-

'94 and ‘96-’97. Moderate to high yields at most sites in MN.  Great for 

prepicked sales.  Popularity still on increase. Represented about 23% of 

Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

Cle
’
 des Champs                           

(for trial N & S )                   Newer cultivar from Quebec. Very firm, good-flavored, large, dark- red 

glossy wedge to wide- conic with orange-red flesh and a long shelf life. 

Will contract some leaf spot and scorch. Breeder has not observed any 

mildew or gray mold. Plants are vigorous and appear quite winter hardy.  

Averaged over  ’06 & ’07 harvest seasons, rankings for overall yield, 1
st
 

harvest fruit size and “all harvest average fruit size” were 14
th

, 13
th

 & 

12
th

, respectively, out of 50 cultivars at UW-River Falls. Lower yields in 

’08 but fruit size similar to ’06 & ’07.   Above average yields and large 

fruit size( ranked 3
rd

 and 5
th

/42 for 1
st
 and all-harvest fruit size, 

respectively, in ’09. Not trialed in MN. 

Mira ( N & S) Ranked 10
th

/27 for yield in 1997; 5
th

  of 32, 18/50 in 1998/1999/2006, 

respectively, at River Falls. Medium-large fruit holds size relatively well 

over season.  Light medium red fruit with mild flavor.  Resistant to most 

foliar diseases and red stele.  Tolerant to bacterial angular leaf spot.  

Moderately vigorous-good runner production.  Renovates easily. 

Represented about 2% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

 

LATE SEASON 

Cabot (for trial N & S) Newer cultivar from Nova Scotia.  Should only be planted initially on a 

small test plot basis on grower farms until more information is available.  

Has very large, firm, bright red fruit for prepicked markets (not to be 

considered for PYO markets).  Fruit flavor only fair.    Ranked 4
th

/49, 

1
st
/44, 6

th
/42 for fruit size at UW-River Falls in ’00, ’03 and ‘09, 



respectively .  Moderate  (10
th

/44 in ’03; 36/50 in ‘06) yields at UW-

River Falls.  Moderate to low yields at 3 Minnesota stations.  Resistant to 

red stele but susceptible to gray mold.  Poor runnering ability/renovation 

tolerance, suggesting closer within and between row spacings.  Has 

incurred winter injury at UW-River Falls. Represented about 1.5% of 

Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

Valley Sunset (KRS-10) 

 (for trial N & S)                     New selection from Nova Scotia. Very large, very firm, red, glossy, wedge 

to wide conic . Excellent flavor and caps easily. Plants are quite vigorous, 

produce large crowns and appear tolerant to leaf diseases but susceptible 

to fruit rots. Only average overall yields but high % marketable yield. 

Ranked 25
th

  for yield out of approximately 50 genotypes averaged over 

the ’06 & ’07 seasons at UW-River Falls. Low yields in ’08. Impressive 

size-averaged 2
nd

 in the entire trial for both 1
st
 harvest and “all harvest 

average fruit size” both years;  5
th

 and 8
th

/55 for those two traits, 

respectively, in ’08. 3
rd

 for both/42 in ’09. Generally average to  poor 

yields in MN. 

 Winona (N & S) Large, very late, medium red and v. good flavor and firmness.  Medium 

to high yield potential.  Ranked 5
th

 overall/31 for both yield and fruit size 

in ’04. Good overall balance.  Tolerant of leaf spot, powdery mildew, red 

stele and bacterial angular leaf spot.  Fruit are held close to ground, 

making harvest somewhat difficult and fruit rots more likely.  

Represented about 1% of Wisconsin acreage in 2009. 

*Top cultivars for region. 

         

         

z   Recommendations based on performance-evaluation trials in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Iowa 

and Illinois.  Cultivar trials at UW-River Falls have continued  for 20 consecutive years. We just started 

our first harvested trials @ UW-Madison in 2009. 

y Rated on fruiting season maturity based on multiple-year trials conducted in the Upper Midwest.  Past 

and currently evaluated cultivars in these categories were/are (number in ( ) indicates number of years 

cultivar/selection has been evaluated in the replicated yield trials at UW-River Falls):  EARLY - 

Annapolis (19), Earliglow (9), K96-1 (3), KRS-02 (3), Lester (6), Mohawk (3), Redcoat (7), Sable (9), 

Veestar (10), Wendy (5); EARLY MIDSEASON - Delmarvel (2), Evangeline (9), Honeoye (19), Itasca (5), 

K93-90 (2) Redchief (3), Settler (4) E9-A5-13 (3); MIDSEASON – Brunswick (9), Cavendish (19), 

Chambly (7), Everest(1), G19 (2), Glooscap (19), Kent (17), L’Amour  (7), Mesabi (14), Northeaster 

(1), Oka (3), Primetime (4), St. Laurent (3), Vantage (3); LATE MIDSEASON – Cle’des Champs (5), 

Darrow (3), Darselect (9), Festival (1), Gov. Simcoe (6),  Harmonie (2), Jewel (19),  L’Authentique (2), 

Mira (10), Mitiasome (3), Pinnacle (2), Raritan (3), St. Clair (3), Sapphire (3), Seneca (6), Tillamook 

(2); LATE– AC L’Acadie (6), AC Yamaska (5),Allstar (1), Bounty (7), Cabot (8), Canoga (3), Clancy-

NYUS 304B(5), Eros (7), Firecracker (2), Idea (3), Independence (3), Joliette (3),  Lateglow (9), 

Latestar (3), Marmolada (2), MicMac(4), Orleans (2), Ovation-US B440(3), St. Jean (5), St. Pierre(2), 

Serenity (1), Sparkle (13), Valley Sunset (KRS-10) (5), Winona (14), 88-74-1(Italian-4), 91-80-2 

(Italian-4) .  

x Suggested for commercial plantings in N (northern) or S (southern) Wisconsin, primarily based on 

winter severity.  Border between northern and southern Wisconsin can be visualized as a straight line 

drawn from LaCrosse to Marinette. 

 



Evie-2, Monterey, Seascape and Albion (L to R). 

Consumer Taste Evaluation Results for High 
Tunnel Strawberry and Raspberry Trials 

 
Eric Hanson and Jim Hancock (Department of Horticulture) and Diane Brown (MSU Extension, Berrien County) Michigan State University 

 

High tunnels modify the environment and can result in higher yields, improved fruit quality, and extended 

harvest seasons. Tunnels are also expensive and require additional management so returns must be substantially 

higher to justify their use. We began studying berry culture in multi-bay tunnels (Haygrove Tunnel Ltd.) at the 

Southwest Michigan Research and Extension Center in 2005. Early efforts concentrated on in-ground 

raspberries, strawberries, and blackberries. Currently, we are studying day-neutral strawberries and potted 

raspberries, and are collecting data on yields, fruit quality, and consumer preferences for fruit by cultivar.  

 

DAY-NEUTRAL STRAWBERRIES  

 

This trial was planted on raised beds in April, 2012 under a single high tunnel bay. Varieties included Albion, 

Evie-2, Mara des Bois, Seascape, Monterey, Portola, San Andreas, and Tribute, and four advanced selections 

from Jim Hancock’s MSU breeding program. Genotypes are replicated three times in plots of 5 plants. Non-

replicated plots of an additional 25 MSU selections were planted in a single row.  The tunnel was covered with 

plastic from May to October, and 30% black plastic shade material was on top of the plastic from late May to 

early September. Mulch consisted of a layer of white plastic on top of a layer of black plastic. The reflective 

white layer was removed in early September to expose the warmer black plastic during Sep and Oct. Flowers 

were removed until early July and fruit were harvested from late July until mid Oct.  

 
 

 
 
 
The 2012 season was very hot and yields and fruit quality were poor due apparently to heat , spotted wing 

drosophila and powdery mildew. This year, white flies and sooty mold were present on the two year old 

plantings. Portola and Evie-2 produced the highest total and marketable yields. Portola also produced the 

heaviest berries. Sweetness, flavor and firmness were evaluated by volunteer tasters July-early October to gauge 

consumer preferences by cultivar. Data will be  shown at the expo presentation in December. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
POTTED RASPBERRIES. 

 

This project started in 2011 to determine whether Gro-bags can be utilized as a quick screening tool to identify 

suitable cultivars for high tunnels, and to see if culture in Gro-bags with media has commercial potential. Other 

possible applications for bag culture of raspberries is for use in urban areas with soil remediation issues, or for 

planting where soil borne diseases have become a problem. In 2011, eight cultivars of fall raspberries (Jaclyn, 

Joan J, Autumn Britten, Polka, Himbo Top, Caroline, Josephine, Anne) were potted in three gallon plastic Gro-

bags filled with a mix of 70% composted pine bark and 30% peat. Encore, Nova, Joan Irene, Nantahala, 

Crimson Giant and the proprietary cultivar Erika were added in 2012. Crimson Giant plants were received early 

and initially grown in a greenhouse before they were transplanted to Gro-bags and moved to the tunnel in June. 

Plants of Erika were received late as plugs, potted up as plugs on 8 June. Plants were drip irrigated with 

continuous fertigation. Watering schedules varied, but during most of 2012, plants were watered 6 times per day 

for 30 min. All plants have been grown in the same tunnel with 30% shade cloth over half the tunnel in 2011 

and 30% Aluminet  over  the whole tunnel in 2012. Harvest occurred from 25 Aug to 3 Nov, 2011, and 11 July 

to 20 Oct, 2012.  Yield and quality data were collected for all plots. Sweetness, flavor and firmness were 

evaluated by volunteer tasters August—late September to gauge consumer preferences by cultivar. Consumer 

taste evaluation results will be shown at the expo in December. 

 

Spotted wing drosophila was trapped on the site in early July, 2012 and sprays were used for control. Other 

significant pests have included spider mites, potato leafhoppers, a little Botrytis rot, and animals chewing the 

drip lines. Late leaf rust appeared on several plants of Jaclyn in late September, and traces were found on Joan 

Irene and Josephine, but it never affected the fruit. Powdery mildew was another late-season disease that 

increased after the tunnel sides and doors were installed in October, but did not affect the fruit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Summer/fall yields of DN strawberries in a high tunnel, 

Benton Harbor, MI 2012. 

 Yield (g/plant) 

g/berry Cultivar Total Culls Marketable 

Albion 504 118 386 10.7 

Evie 2 829 255 575 9.5 

Mara Des Bois 651 358 292 5.0 

Monterey 475 106 368 9.7 

Portola 746 137 609 11.7 

San Andreas 640 188 452 10.8 

Seascape 481 223 258 6.4 

Tribute 478 229 249 5.1 

Joan J, Polka and Caroline (L to R), Benton Harbor, MI, 2012. 



Highest yielding types that were planted in 2011 have been Joan J, Caroline, Polka and Anne, a yellow-fruited 

cultivar. Yields were modest in 2011, partly due to wind and periods of water stress. Production from all 

varieties was higher in 2012. Irrigation scheduling was better and the entire tunnel was covered with 30% shade 

material to moderate sun and temperatures.  Yields of varieties planted in 2012 were low.  The two floricane 

fruiting types (Nova, Encore) were included to observe how canes over-winter. Nantahala, Joan Irene, Crimson 

Giant, and Erika are all later fruiting types, which reduced yields, and Erika was planted late. We should learn 

much more about these types next year.    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yields from potted raspberries in a high tunnel, Benton 

Harbor, MI. 

 2011 2012 

Cultivar kg/plot lb/acre kg/plot lb/acre 

Jaclyn 2.1 5579 5.1 11598 

Joan J 3.1 8243 8.5 19331 

A Britten 2.1 5572 5.1 11753 

Polka 3.0 8093 6.7 15373 

Himbo Top 2.6 6852 6.8 15583 

Caroline 2.6 6961 7.9 18080 

Josephine 2.2 5770 6.4 14535 

Anne 2.9 7642 6.9 15815 

Nova   0.3 760 

Nantahala   1.0 2305 

Joan Irene   0.2 550 

Cr Giant   1.3 2984 

Erika   0.1 252 

Appearance (1=terrible to 5=excellent), rot incidence, and comments on potted raspberry varieties. Half pint 

clamshell samples were collected on six dates in 2012, and evaluated after 6-24 hr at 2C and 24-48 hr at 18C.  

Cultivar Appear. 

Rot 

(%) Comments 

Jaclyn 3.7 1.5 dark - v dark, discolors some, dull, firm to v firm, good to exc flavor 

Joan J 3.7 1.9 dark - v dark, discolors some, slight gloss, firm , good to exc flavor 

A. Britten 3.3 5.3 med red, discolors some, some gloss, soft - medium firm, good flavor 

Polka 4.3 3.4 medium red and glossy, little discoloration, firm, exc flavor 

Himbo Top 3.8 4.0 medium red, glossy, little discoloration, soft to med firm, med flavor  

Caroline 4.2 1.6 med - darker red color, slight gloss, somewhat soft, good flavor 

Josephine 3.7 2.6 med - dark red, discoloration, dull, firm to v firm, good to exc flavor 

Anne 3.5 4.2 yellow, discoloration, glossy, med firmness, nice flavor 

Nantahala -- -- medium red but dull, little discoloration, medium firm, nice flavor 

Joan Irene -- -- very dark, very firm, excellent flavor 

Cr Giant -- -- medium red, some gloss, softer, weak flavor (some off-flavor) 

Erika -- -- Inadequate fruit to evaluate  




